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Weekly Dose and Display Material 

Displayed Material  
RULE: Blank line before and after displayed material. 
  Displayed material appears within the flow of regular text and is set    
  off by blank lines, change of margins, or emphasis.  
 
RULE: For formatting purposes, lists, boxed material, and tables are not considered 
displayed material. Exception: Lists within displayed material are part of that 
displayed material and must use adjusted margins. 
 
Format for Displayed Material  
RULE: The adjusted margin is 2 cells to the right of the runover position for the 
material that precedes displayed matter.  

 Use cell 3 as the adjusted left margin for most displayed material.  

 Insert a blank line before and after displayed material.  

 Do not insert blank lines between individual items in displayed material 
unless required by other formats, e.g., between a heading and a paragraph.  

 
Headings  
Cell-5 and cell-7 headings within displayed material are based on the adjusted left 
margin.  

 Cell-5 headings are blocked in 7-7 

 Cell-7 headings are blocked in 9-9  

 Centered headings remain based on the non-adjusted left margin, i.e., the 
full width of the line. However, there must be at least three blank cells 
between the adjusted left margin and the centered heading 

 
Blocked paragraphs are blocked at the adjusted left margin; indented paragraphs 
begin 2 cells to the right of the adjusted left margin.  
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Multiple displayed sentences are treated as a list beginning at the adjusted left 
margin; e.g., if the adjusted left margin is 5, displayed sentences would be placed 
with margins 5-7.  
 
Displayed Multiple Sentences  
RULE: Displayed material may be relocated to the end of a paragraph when it 
interferes with the flow of text. If the page has no paragraph breaks, the displayed 
material may be placed at the end of a sentence.  
 
EXAMPLE:  
In the following debate the policy for change was mentioned at the state library. 
 
    We can call upon those to help with this matter. 
    It is to recognize change in what we do does matter to those that make a choice. 
 
,9 ! FOLL[+ DEBATE ! POLICY = *ANGE 0 M5;N$ AT 
! /ATE LIBR>Y4 
 
,WE C CALL ^U ^? TO HELP ) ? MATT]4 
,X is TO RECOGNIZE *ANGE 9 :AT     
  WE D DOES MATT] TO ^? T MAKE A  
  *OICE4 
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Displayed Horizontal Word List 
EXAMPLE:  
You are at a library, put the following words into alphabetic order. 

       car  house  apple  jet  dog  grass   

Now that you have put these word in alphabet order find a book for each subject. 

 ,Y >E AT A LIBR>Y1 PUT ! FOLL[+ ^WS 9TO 
ALPHABETIC ORD]4 
 
 C> H\SE APPLE JET DOG GRASS 

 
 ,N[ T Y H PUT ^! ^W 9 ALPHABET ORD] F9D A 

BOOK = EA* SUBJECT4 
 

Did you notice, in the print example above, the bold emphasis is shown for the 
horizontal word list, however, in braille, bold emphasis is not used.  

Format for Displayed Long Word Lists  

 Change word lists that do not fit on a single braille line to columns, listing the 
words from left to right.  

 Leave two blank cells between the end of one column and the beginning of 
the next column.  

 This is important - Do not use guide dots between unrelated columns.  
 
Source: 9-4 Section 9 Displayed Material  
 


